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Highlights 
• A simplified spatial representation of sewer systems is necessary for wastewater planning. 
• We generate simplified sewer networks that are sufficiently representative for urban planning.  
• The network generation is influenced by the spatial abstraction of urban characteristics.  

 

Introduction 
Centralised urban drainage systems predominate in OECD countries, typically with connection rates above 
95% (Eggimann et al., 2015). Very successfully, Urban Water Management (UWM) systems have been 
providing a powerful health service (Ferriman, 2007). However, this dominant technological solution is not 
capable of providing ubiquitous services to all as a majority of cities and population is still unserved (Larsen 
et al., 2016). In places with existing UWM services, aging infrastructure, population growth, increasing 
urbanisation and climate change call for more sustainable, flexible, resilient and resource efficient 
engineering approaches (Hering et al., 2012). Decentralised technologies promise to complement existing 
approaches and therefore might enable a more comprehensive and increased system performance 
(Eggimann et al., 2016, Larsen et al., 2016). In stormwater management, for instance, decentralised 
structures improve the pluvial flood resilience of cities (Fletcher et al., 2015). Similar concepts need to be 
developed for wastewater management.  
 
Transitioning from an existing – fully centralised – drainage infrastructure towards a more decentralised 
system is a complex and unexplored problem. We suggest to tackle this problem by exploring the suitability 
of different sewer layout configurations using a simplified spatial representation of the infrastructure. A 
spatial representation of the infrastructure using geospatial data is key since the sewers are highly 
influenced by many spatial processes such us urbanisation (Bach et al., 2018). For planning and 
dimensioning purposes, the required level of detail should be enough to assimilate geospatial 
characteristics and enable a simple representation of the actual sewer infrastructure, while ensuring a 
proper hydraulic performance.  
 
We present a spatial model that characterises sewer infrastructure using an abstraction of the topographic, 
demographic and urban characteristics. We limit the model to a foul wastewater system and test it on a 
case study in Melbourne Australia, where sewerage and drainage infrastructure are separate. We 
compared the topology of the generated sewer network against the real sewer by comparing the physical 
characteristics. Additionally, we compared the hydraulic performance after dimensioning both layouts with 
the same dimensioning approach. 
 

Methodology 
Foul wastewater sewers are modelled by abstracting the urban characteristics into a coarse vector grid, 
through an adaptation of a method used in UrbanBEATS (Bach et al., 2018). We performed an explicit 
spatial characterisation of the urban area based on existing information about land use, population 
(density), elevation and parameters from planning regulations. The input maps are uploaded as raster maps 
with a 10m x 10m or finer resolution and a coarse vector grid is generated within the boundaries of the 
case study. The vector grid representation also enables rapid computation while retaining much of the 
spatial information due to its simple geometry and geospatial data management structure (Bach et al., 
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2018). A block is the smallest unit of the grid (has at least a 200m x 200m resolution) and contains detailed 
information from the input maps and its eight neighbouring blocks (See Figure 1). In comparison with a 
detailed model, an abstraction of the wastewater drainage infrastructure reduces the complexity and 
computational time required for the generation of alternatives. An alternative defines a specific spatial 
configuration (layout and dimension) of the entire urban drainage infrastructure at a specific point in time.  

 

 

Figure 1. Spatial abstraction of urban form. Each block contains information about the proportions of different land use classes, 
average population density, minimum, maximum and average elevation, total water demand, etc. 

  
The direction of the flow follows the changes in elevation among the blocks. Each block’s elevation is 
evaluated compared to the elevation of the eight (8) neighbouring blocks, using the D8 Algorithm 
(O'Callaghan and Mark, 1984). The flow direction points towards the neighbouring block with the highest 
elevation change, assuming the flow follows the topography in a gravity-driven system. In this case, the 
delineation process moves upstream from blocks containing treatment facilities (e.g. wastewater treatment 
plants) towards the rest of the Blocks containing sewers. The blocks contain sewers when the average 
population density is greater than zero or there is some form of commercial or industry use, with a total 
employment above zero. The topology delineation must ensure that all blocks drain to a final (centralised, 
hybrid or decentralised) wastewater treatment facility. Disconnected blocks normally contain green areas 
such as parks, reserves and floodplains, or undeveloped land.  
 
The infrastructure’s dimensioning process depends on regulatory, demographic and urban characteristics. 
The total water demands per Block (calculated based on Australian standard AS/NZ 6400:2005) depends on 
the proportion of the different land uses in that block and population density. This information was used as 
the inflow to the wastewater network in each Block.  
 
Once the layout of the system has been defined and the water demands per block calculated, we use two 
different dimensioning algorithms. The first one is an adaptation of the design framework proposed by 
(Duque et al., 2016) for dimensioning the pipes. This method uses a mathematical optimisation framework 
to find the cost-optimal hydraulic design of urban drainage systems. The second dimensioning approach 
gives the first feasible dimensioning solution in a specific solution space. We compare performance 
indicators (e.g. diameter frequency distributions, total pipe length) from the real and abstract systems, as 
well as the increase in computation speed induced by the abstract representation. Furthermore, we 
assessed the capacity of the network, travel times, as well as sedimentation and flood risk under different 
flow conditions to ensure basic hydraulic performance. This is a necessary validation step towards using the 
abstract representation as basis for the transition pathway generator. 
 
The spatial model was tested on a subsection of the urban drainage system of Melbourne Australia, where 
wastewater and stormwater infrastructure are separate. The study area comprises 57 km2 in the downtown 
of the city. Structural, physical and hydraulic characteristics of the abstract system are compared to that of 
a real system.  
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Results and discussion  
Our case study in Melbourne contains 1019 blocks using a 250m x 250m resolution. Figure 2 shows the 
resulting spatial representation in a coarse vector grid and the flow direction that represents the sewer 
network. The flow direction follows the topography creating a gravity driven system and all blocks drain 
towards a treatment facility. In areas without population nor industrial or commercial activities, there is no 
sewer network. Disconnected blocks match with green spaces that do not need to be connected. As can be 
seen, the resulting abstract sewer network matches closely the main pipes of the real one. The hydraulic 
performance in both networks shows a similar behaviour, but longer travel times for the generated 
network. We will present the detailed comparison of the results at the conference. 
 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a). Real sewer network. (b) Sewer network delineation following topographic, demographic and land use characteristics. 

 

Conclusions and future work  
An abstract representation of existing sewer networks is vital for the development and assessment of 
potential future configurations of the sewer system. The presented model is the first step towards the 
‘transition pathways generator’ model, which aims for the systematic and automatic generation of possible 
transformation strategies of the urban drainage infrastructure. The resulting abstract representation of the 
urban drainage network was validated against an existing infrastructure. By comparing the layout and 
dimensions between the abstract and real sewer system, we can test whether the model can produce a 
sufficiently representative system that is useful for planning purposes. The block size has an impact over 
the delineation of the sewer networks among blocks, since it follows the minimum drop between 
neighbouring blocks. Therefore, this spatial model can use basic geospatial data at to abstract the urban 
characteristics of the city at different scales. Whit this abstraction we can generate simplified sewer 
networks in a very short computational time, while ensuring hydraulic performance. It allows the 
generation of multiple transition pathways where the connectivity of the network will be modified at the 
block level towards decentralised systems. 
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